Software that works in the classroom
Our popular OxBox CD-ROMs include lesson planning, classroom resources, assessment and are easy to customise. You can add in your own resources to personalise both teaching and learning.

How Clic! supports the rest of your students – and you

Student Books, twin track from Year 7
Star and Plus Student Books from Year 7 strengthen transfer and transition. The Student Books are now updated to match the Renewed Framework.

Mature approach at Year 9

Fully supported with the Teacher Resource Books
The Teacher Resource Books provide full planning guidance in light of the Renewed Framework. They include sections for every page of the Student Book listing all resources available, and suggestions for starters, plenaries and ICT activities. They have all the answers and transcripts plus notes on presenting and practising all the key language for each unit. The Teacher Resource Books come with editable copymasters and indications of which activities are suitable for preparing for Asset language tests.
The best for differentiation and motivation

Offering alternative pathways (Star and Plus) from Year 7, Clic! has always offered full differentiation. Clic! users also love the motivating approach and have asked us for separate resources for their lowest attaining students so everyone can benefit from what Clic! has to offer. We’ve worked closely with teachers to bring you...

NEW! Access resources

- Two new Access Student Books for KS3 – just the right amount of content
- Aimed at the right levels – written for NC levels 1-2/3
- Clear structure and layout – a straightforward route through the course
- Manageable grammar and skills progression – helps reinforce and support language learning
- The engaging and relevant material you expect from Clic! – keeps students on task

Take a look and see just how accessible this new level is...

English instructions provided throughout to aid understanding

Examples given so students feel secure about the activity

Clear, focused layout that makes it easy for students to know what to do

Structured reading and listening activities to introduce key language

Key vocabulary box providing the core vocabulary at the right level for your students

Wide use of photos and illustrations to visually aid learning

All the productive vocabulary that students need is provided on the doublepage
Take a fresh look at Clic!

Clic is the most differentiated course available to really get the best from all learners. The core course is unique in being twin tiered (Star and Plus) from Year 7 – and there are now two Access Student Books for your reluctant learners.

The most differentiated course available – to cater for all your students

- NEW Access Student Books for your lowest attainers (NC levels 1-2/3) so everyone can benefit from Clic's clear and motivating approach. Plus Teacher Book and Audio CD.
- The only course with alternative pathways from Year 7, to help you manage the transition from Primary: Star (low tier: NC levels 1-4+) begins with the basics, and Plus (high tier: NC levels 2/3-6+) reinforces then builds on the prior knowledge.

The most engaging course available – to keep all your students on track

- Mature approach at Year 9 unlike most other courses, to keep them enjoying French and boost GCSE take-up.
- Popular, customisable OxBox CD-ROMs – it's really easy for you to engage students with a wealth of activities and video, as a whole class or through independent learning. You can even add in your own resources really easily, unlike other courses.
- Up-to-date material brings language learning into a modern context.

The most easy to deliver course available – supporting you with all the tools you need

- Helps you personalise learning, with customisable lesson plans, classroom resources and assessment on the OxBox CD-ROMs.
- The Student Books are clear and easy to follow so nothing gets in the way of teaching and learning.
- The full support package also includes dual workbooks to measure progress, audio, and Teacher Resource Books.

Your next step

Make sure you order your pack (978 019 912751 1) that contains Access material and updated Clic resources by using the below contact details, or the enclosed order form or card. If you have already ordered it, you can see other components and hear about the best discounts by calling your local Educational Consultant.

Clic!

Student Book levels

Access
NC levels 1-2/3 for lowest attainers

Star
NC levels 1-4+ for lowest middle attainers

Plus
NC levels 2/3-6+ for higher ability

Do your lower-attaining students struggle with KS3 French?

Then take a fresh look at the bestselling new KS3 French course, Clic!

- NEW Access books designed for your lowest attainers
- The most differentiated course available – now with even more flexibility
- The most engaging and relevant material on the market
- Updated to match the Renewed Framework
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